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This little scrubber can be easily made in an 
evening! In fact, it is cute enough to tuck a whole bunch, made in 
different colors, into a gift basket to give to your favorite cook, as a 
gift!  

Materials Needed  
Small amount nylon worsted weight plastic canvas yarn.*  
Size G aluminum crochet hook.  
Yarn needle for weaving in ends.  

Yarn Thickness 3mm  
Gauge: First round is 2" diam  
Finished Size: 3 3/8"  
Skill Level: Beginner  

Instructions   
RND 1: Ch6. Join w/slst to to first 
ch to form ring. Ch3. Work 17dc in 
ring. Join w/slst to top of ch3.  

RND 2: Ch1. Hdc in next st. Dc in 
next st. ch2. Dc in next st. Hdc in 
next st. *Sc in next st. Hdc in next 
st. Dc in next st. Ch2. Dc in next st. 
Hdc in next st. Sc in next st. Rep 

from * around. Join w/slst to ch1. 
Fasten off, weave ends into back of 
work.  

If you want to make it a little 
bigger, you can ad a round of scs 
around. I didn't but you can if you 
want to. You can even make it a 
different color. Here is how.  
Ch1. Sc in each of the next 2 sts. 

3sc in ch2 sp. Sc in each of the next 
3 sts. *Sc in each of the next 3 sts. 
3sc in next ch2 sp. Sc in each of the 
next 3 sts. Rep from * around. Join 
w/slst to ch1.  

*Yarn is available in the Plastic 
Canvas section of your favorite 
craft store. Needloft is the Brand 
Name. 
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